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Abstract: Inflammatory cytokines, interleukin-36 (IL-36), IL-37, IL-38 belong to IL-1 family. The IL-36 subfamily obtains pro- and 
anti-inflammatory effects on various immune responses. Cytokine IL-37, has anti-inflammatory functions in immunity, and the 
recently identified IL-38 negatively associated with disease pathogenesis. To date, expression of IL-36, IL-37, IL-38 is reported 
dysregulated in osteoarthritis (OA) and rheumatoid arthritis (RA), and may be disease markers for arthritis-related diseases. 
Interestingly, expression of IL-38 was different either in OA patients or animal models, and expression of IL-36Ra in synovium 
was different in OA and RA patients. Moreover, functional studies have demonstrated significant role of these cytokines in OA and RA 
progress. These processes were related to immune cells and non-immune cells, where the cytokines IL-36, IL-37, IL-38 may regulate 
downstream signalings in the cells, and then involve in OA, RA development. In this review, we comprehensively discuss recent 
advancements in cytokines and the development of OA, RA. We hope that targeting these cytokines will become a potential treatment 
option for OA and RA in the future. 
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Introduction
Cytokines in IL-1 family consist of 7 agonists (such as IL-36α/β/γ), four cytokines having anti-inflammatory activities (such as 
IL-36Ra, IL-37, IL-38).1–6 In recent years, the IL-36 subfamily, IL-37, IL-38 are recognized important in various immune 
response. Interleukin-36 subfamily includes IL-36α/β/γ, IL-36Ra, IL-36R, and IL-1RAcP.1,2 IL-36 was previously considered 
as an IL-1 family cytokine that is able to induce generation of pro-inflammatory cytokines and activate MAPK and NF-κB 
signalings. This cytokine was mainly discussed in psoriasis in the past years.7 IL-36 subfamily has sequence homology with 
IL-1α/β of 21–37%. Interluekin-36Ra shows 52% sequence homology with IL-1Ra. Interleukin-36α/β/γ bind to IL-36R, and 
then, may play pro-inflammatory functions. Interleukin-36Ra bound to IL-36R, may play anti-inflammatory functions. The 
IL-36 subfamily is expressed in various non-immune cells, including epithelial cells, keratinocytes, and in immune cells, 
including monocytes and T cells. Interleukin-37 (IL-37) was formerly recognized as the IL-1 family member 7. It was a new 
member of IL-1 family.8 Its molecular weight is approximately 17–25 kDa. It contains five splice variants (IL-37a/b/c/d/e). 
Interleukin-37b/c has exon 1, exon 2. Interleukin-37b is the most abundant isoform. Interleukin-37 was widely expressed, 
including the thymus, bone marrow, monocytes.3,4 Interleukin-37 is considered to have anti-inflammatory functions. 
Interleukin-38 (IL-38) was initially cloned as an IL-1 family cytokine as well, and it was called IL-1HY2 in year 2001.9 

The human IL-38 gene is located at chromosome 2p13, having 4 exons. Interleukin-38 is a 17–18 kDa protein. Interleukin-38 
binds to IL-36R, showing anti-inflammatory functions among different immune responses.5,6 Interestingly, these cytokines 
were reported to involve in arthritic diseases pathogenesis.

Osteoarthritis (OA) and rheumatoid arthritis (RA) were two important arthritic disorders.10,11 Inflammation is a marker of 
OA and RA pathogenesis. OA is the most common chronic degenerative joint disease.12 Subchondral bone remodeling 
dysfunction featured by overactivated osteoclastogenesis may result in articular cartilage degeneration, OA progression. This 
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process may relate to overactivated osteoclasts in subchondral bone, which will lead to type-H vessels and increased oxygen 
concentrations, and finally result in cartilage degeneration.13 Treatment by regenerative methods including tissue engineering 
methods was established recently, which is potential for early treatment of cartilage degeneration in OA joints.14 It is known 
that plant extracellular vesicles are nanoscale particles encapsulated by phospholipid bilayers, and can promote intercellular 
communication via transporting various bioactive molecules. Owing to their safety, abundant sources, good biocompatibility, 
they were recognized to be potential platform for treatment of RA.15 Moreover, development of engineered microorganism- 
based delivery systems may also be used for these diseases treatment.16 However, treatment of OA and RA is limited. To date, 
several studies have discussed the expression profile of IL-36, IL-37, IL-38 in OA and RA. Functional studies have also 
discussed the effects of these cytokines on the progress of OA, RA. In the current study, we comprehensively discussed 
association of these IL-1 family cytokines with risk of OA, RA. Understanding roles of cytokines in OA, RA will improve the 
targeting potential of cytokines for OA and RA treatment in the future.

Effects of the Cytokines in Innate and Acquired Immunity
Immune response is required for host defense either in humans or in animal models. It is well known that cytokines are 
important proteins in regulating different pro-inflammatory or anti-inflammatory immune responses. Similarly, different 
innate and adaptive immune cells are involved in inflammation and diseases development. To date, the IL-1 family 
cytokines IL-36, IL-37 and IL-38 are widely discussed in different immune cells, either in regulating inflammatory 
cytokines, chemokines production or in regulating immune cells differentiation, proliferation, apoptosis. We comprehen-
sively discussed role of the IL-1 family cytokines in the immune cells based on available evidence up to date.

Roles of IL-36 in Immune Cells
IL-36 subfamily was critical for immunity. For IL-36 subfamily in macrophages, bone marrow-derived macrophages 
(BMDMs) from wild-type (WT) mice were treated with oxidized low-density lipoprotein (oxLDL), showing increased 
expression of IL-36γ.17 Addition of IL-36γ in BMDMs and RAW264.7 cell lines led to more foam cell formation, oxLDL 
uptake, up-regulated expression of CD36 in the presence of oxLDL. In contrast, CD36 expression in BMDMs was inhibited 
by stimulation with phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) inhibitor.17 For monocyte-induced macrophages (MIMs) from healthy 
volunteers, after bacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG) infection in the presence IL-36γ stimulation, there was elevated uptake of 
BCG in macrophages.18 However, in the presence of IL-36Ra, there was an increase in the intracellular survival of 
macrophages after infection with the virulent Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M. tuberculosis) virulent strain H37Rv. In H37Rv- 
infected MIMs, IL-36γ stimulation up-regulated the conversion of LC3-I to LC3-II (autophagosome formation-related 
factors), expression of autophagy-related 5 (ATG5), Wingless-type Family Member 5A (WNT5A), and reduced expression 
of p62, and the effects can be inhibited by autophagy inhibitor. In H37Rv-infected MIMs cultured with ERK, NF-κB P65 
inhibitors, expression of IL-36γ-induced WNT5A was inhibited.18 Thus, IL-36γ promotes foam cell formation and killing of 
M. tuberculosis. Dendritic cells from WT mice treated with IL-36α, or IL-36β, or IL-36γ had high expression of IL-12, TNFɑ, 
CD80, CD86, MHCII.19 In contrast, stimulatory function of IL-36α/β/γ on bone marrow-derived dendritic cells (BMDCs) is 
inhibited after addition of IL-36Ra in IL-36α/β/γ-treated BMDCs. Interleukin-36γ-stimulated WT neutrophils generated high 
expression of ROS, granzyme B, whereas IL-36R gene deficient (IL-36R−/−) neutrophils did not induce ROS production.20 

When IL-36γ-stimulated WT neutrophils were co-cultured with irradiated tumor cells, there was increased production of ROS. 
Interestingly, upon blocking ROS generation by NADPH oxidase inhibitor, IL-36γ-mediated cytotoxicity was inhibited.20 

Interleukin-36Ra−/− mice had elevated contact hypersensitivity (CHS) response, more infiltration of neutrophils, and neu-
trophil extracellular traps (NETs) formation, as well as increased expression of IL-1β, CXCL1.21 In contrast, blockade of 
NETs formation downregulated neutrophils infiltration and IL-1β, CXCL1 expression. These findings suggested that knock-
down of IL-36Ra promoted CHS responses caused by neutrophil recruitment and NETs formation, and that IL-36 signaling- 
activated neutrophils were able to kill tumor cells (Figure 1).20,21 Thus, IL-36 subfamily differently regulates function of 
macrophages, DCs, and neutrophils.

For IL-36 subfamily and T cells, stimulation of CD4+ T cells from healthy volunteers with IL-36α/β/γ promoted levels of 
IFN-γ, and up-regulated cellular proliferation and activation.19,22 Additionally, stimulation with IL-36Ra revealed low expression 
of T-bet, IFN-γ, IL-17.19,23 CD4+ T cells from patients with ventilator-associated pneumonia cultured with IL-36Ra, showing 
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suppressed expression of perforin, TNFα.23 Similarly, CD8+ T cells from patients with HIV-1 infection cultured with IL-36γ 
showed high expression of perforin, granzyme B, granulysin.24 CD8+ T cells from WT mice under IL-36β stimulation promote 
levels of CD69, CD25, IFN-γ, granzyme B, phosphorylated ribosomal protein S6 (P-S6), accelerate degradation of IκB, and 
enlarge CD8+ T cells.25 Addition of mTORC1 inhibitor, or PI3K/AKT inhibitor, or IkappaB kinase (IKK) inhibitor suppressed 
IL-36β-induced elevation of P-S6, and inhibited CD8+ T cellular proliferation. Therefore, IL-36Ra suppressed peripheral CD4+ 

and CD8+ T cellular responses, and IL-36β may up-regulate CD8+ T cellular activation. CD4+ T cells co-culturing with BMDCs 
from WT mice under IL-36β stimulation reported elevated levels of IFN-γ.26 Co-culturing CD4+ T cells with IL-12p35−/− 

BMDCs under IL-36β stimulation did not induce IFN-γ expression. However, Rag1−/− mice transferred with IL-36R−/− T cells 
showed an elevated proportion of CD4+Foxp3+ T cells.27 In lamina propria lymphocytes (LPL) of IL-36β-injected mice, number 
of Foxp3+ T cells was reduced.28 CD4+ T cells treated with Th17-polarizing condition and IL-36α, showing elevated expression 
of IL-17, RORγt.29 However, the addition of a PI3K/AKT or ERK signaling inhibitor downregulated the expression of 
inflammatory components and inhibited Th17 cell differentiation. Together, IL-36α/β may promote Th1, Th2, and Th17 cellular 
differentiation and inhibit Treg cellular differentiation.

Impacts of IL-37 on Immune Responses
Macrophages are important in innate immunity. Lipopolysaccharide (LPS)+IFN-γ stimulation on THP-1 cells induced 
differentiation of resting macrophages, whereas addition of IL-37 inhibited levels of iNOS, NF-κB P65, Notch1 
signalings, up-regulated expression of CD206, IL-10.30 Similarly, THP-1-derived macrophages treated with monosodium 
urate (MSU) promoted expression of intracellular ROS, closed mitochondrial permeability transition pore (mPTP).31 

Figure 1 Signaling of IL-36, IL-37 and IL-38. IL-36α, IL-36β and IL-36γ counteract with IL-36Ra, IL-38, and then bind to IL-36R, IL-1RAcP. Moreover, activating signalings were 
transported to intracellular cascades, including IKK, which will activate signalings such as IκB, NF-κB, PI3K/AKT, ERK. Subsequently, transcription factors mTORC, WNT5A in 
nucleus will regulate inflammatory cytokines, chemokines, growth factors production. IL-37 binds to receptors IL-1R8, IL-18Rɑ, and then activate signalings such as PI3K/ATK, ERK, 
JNK, P38. Activated cascades will regulate Notch1, NRF2 activation by STAT3, SIGIRR. Finally, expression of pro-inflammatory or anti-inflammatory components in nucleus were 
regulated by the IL-37 axis. IL-38 binds to receptors IL-36R or IL-1RAPL1 by competing with the IL-36α/β/γ. Then, the activating signalings were transmitted to cascades RohA, ERK, 
JNK, P38, and subsequently, transcription factors AP-1, SIRT1 were activated. Finally, inflammatory factors in nucleus were regulated by the IL-38 axis.
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Administration of MSU-treated macrophages in the presence of IL-37 protected mitochondrial function, evidenced by 
reduced expression of ROS, caspase-1, caspase-3, caspase-5, gasdermin D (GsdmD), ratio of iNOS+/Arg-1+ macro-
phages, and improved mPTP closure degree. Inhibition of IL-37 in THP-1-derived macrophages in the presence of MSU 
significantly downregulated percentage of macrophages phagocytosing MSU, up-regulated levels of GsdmD, IL-6.31 

High glucose (HG)/ox-LDL stimulation and IL-37 stimulation inhibited HG/ox-LDL-induced ferroptosis in macro-
phages, including improved cell membrane oxidation, decreased malondialdehyde expression, up-regulated glutathione 
peroxidase 4 (GPX4) expression and nuclear translocation of NRF2.32 On the contrary, addition of NRF2 inhibitor 
suppressed effects of IL-37 on macrophages ferroptosis. When WT mice were infected with A/California/07/2009 
(H1N1) and then were injected with IL-37, expression of macrophage-related pro-inflammatory cytokines MCP-1, IL- 
1β, MIP-1α, MIP-1β, IFN-γ, RANTES was reduced in the lung.33 RAW264.7 macrophages infected with H1N1 under 
IL-37 stimulation revealed low levels of TNFα, IL-1β, MIP-1β, P-ERK, P-P38, NLRP3 (Figures 1 and 2). Thus, IL-37 
may polarize macrophage to M2 features and related functions.

Murine cytomegalovirus infected-mice treated with IL-37 showed low proportion of MHCII+ CD40+, CD80+, CD86+ 

DCs in liver and low expression IL-1β, IL-6, TNFα.34 In carcinogenic 7.12-dimethylbenzoanthracene/12-o-tetradecyl-
phorbol-13-acetate-induced skin cancer mice, overexpressing IL-37 (IL-37tg mice) downregulated expression of CD80, 
CD86, CD40, CC chemokine receptor 7 (CCR7), CXCL9, CXCL10 in CD103+ DCs.35 When CD103+ DCs from IL-37tg 
mice were cultured with poly(I:C), there were reduced levels CD40. Addition of IL-37 inhibited extracellular acidifica-
tion rate, decreased glycolysis. However, the suppressive effects were rescued by SIGIRR knockdown in CD103+ DCs,35 

indicating that IL-37 may suppress glycolysis of CD103+ DCs by SIGIRR signaling. In mice with endometriosis, 
injection of IL-37 up-regulated number of CD40+, CD86+ DCs.36 CD4+ T cells co-cultured with IL-37-stimulated DCs 
strongly suppressed Th2 cells differentiation, up-regulated Th1/Th2 cell ratio, expression of IFN-γ, TNFα, STAT3.36 

Moreover, degree of CD1a+ DCs infiltration was related to IL-37 expression in tumor tissues of hepatocellular carcinoma 
(HCC) patients,37 and DCs treated with supernatant from IL-37 overexpressed human HCC cell line Hep3B showed 
more recruitment of DCs, increased expression of CCL3, CCL20. In IL-37tg ApoE−/− (apolipoprotein E gene deficient) 
mice, there were reduced CD11c+ DCs infiltration, low expression of CD86, MHCII, TLR-4.38 BMDCs from ApoE−/− 

mice treated with IL-37+oxLDL displayed low levels of CD86, MHCII, IL-1β, IL-12β. Interestingly, in TLR-4−/− mice, 
IL-1R8 was highly expressed.38 Together, IL-37 may not only suppress maturation of DCs by IL-1R8-TLR-4-NF-κB 
signaling, but also suppress Th2 response via inducing DCs maturation.

IL-37 isoform IL-37d was expressed in nucleus of neutrophils from Lewis lung carcinoma (LLC) mice, where 
injection of IL-37d inhibited bone marrow neutrophils (BMNs) migration, cellular ATP production in BMNs.39 Co- 
culturing LLC cells with BMNs from WT mice led to more BMNs migration, increased ATP production, whereas 
addition of IL-37d inhibited LLC-induced BMNs migration and ATP generation.39 Injection of coxsackievirus B3 
(CVB3) into WT mice resulted in acute viral myocarditis (VMC), by which there was much production of NETs in 
the heart.40 Administration of IL-37 inhibited generation of NETs, and downregulated levels of P-NF-κB P65 in heart. 

Figure 2 Function of IL-37 in different immune cells. IL-37 inhibits expression of inflammatory components such as iNOS, IL-6, MCP-1, ROS in macrophages, and promotes 
expression of IL-10, GPX4, NRF2, CD206. IL-37 inhibits dendritic cells maturation, including downregulation of expression of MHCII, CD40, CD86, CD80. IL-37 suppresses 
infiltration of basophils, and Th17, Tfh cells differentiation, proliferation, whereas it promotes Th1, Treg cells differentiation. IL-37 is able to inhibit B cells production of IgG. 
Abbreviations: iNOS, inducible nitric oxide synthase; IL-6, interleukin-6; MCP-1, monocyte chemoattractant protein 1; ROS, reactive oxygen species; GPX4, glutathione 
peroxidase 4; NRF2, nuclear translocation of NF-E2-Related Factor 2; MHCII, major histocompatibility complex class II; Th17 cell, T helper 17 cell; Tfh cell, follicular 
T helper cell; Treg cell, regulatory T cell.
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When neutrophils from healthy volunteers were stimulated with PMA (phorbol-12-myristat-13-acetate), there were much 
NETs formation. However, generation of NETs was suppressed after addition of IL-37 or NF-κB inhibitor.40 For role of 
IL-37 in NK cells, NK cells stimulated with IL-15+IL-37 promote levels of CD69, IFN-γ, GM-CSF, P-ERK, P-NF-κB 
P65, and promote NK cells cytotoxic activity against tumors, such as colon carcinoma cell lines HT-29, SW480 than 
those in IL-15-treated NK cells, revealing improvement of NK cells-mediated anti-tumor response.41 Co-culturing human 
basophils with keratinocyte HaCaT cells in the presence of IL-37b downregulated thymic stromal lymphopoietin (TSLP), 
and lowered expression of basophil activation marker CD203c.42 Atopic dermatitis mice injected with IL-37b showed 
less basophils infiltration in ear. This was similar to role of mast cells in allergic contact dermatitis (ACD), where 
application of IL-37 in ACD rats downregulated expression of TNFα, IL-13, IgE, IL-33, suppressed mast cells 
recruitment.43 Peritoneal mast cells from ACD rats cultured with IL-37 displayed low expression of TNFα, and restrained 
NF-κB, P38 activation.43 It is suggested that IL-37 may target basophils, mast cells to alleviate AD, ACD.

T cells and B cells involve in acquired immune responses. IL-37tg mice infected with M. tuberculosis showed high 
proportion of Th1 cells, low proportion of Th17 cells in spleen.44 Interestingly, mice with coxsackievirus B3-induced 
viral myocarditis were injected with IL-37, revealing less proportion of Th17 cells in spleen and more proportion of Treg 
cells in spleen and high expression of IL-10.45 These were similar to effects of IL-37 in hand, foot, and mouth disease 
(HFMD), by which stimulation of PBMCs from HFMD patients with IL-37 up-regulated number of Treg cells, down-
regulated number of Th17 cells.46 In healthy volunteers, knockdown IL-37 in Treg cells will inhibit expression of IL-10, 
CTLA-4.47 There was low expression of IL-37 and high proportion of follicular Th (Tfh), B cells in myasthenia gravis 
(MG) patients.48 IL-37 can bind to SIGIRR, and then suppress proliferation of Tfh cells, IL-21, Bcl-2 expression in Tfh 
cells by inhibiting STAT3 signaling or suppress IgG production in B cells through suppressing STAT3 signaling.48 

Collective, IL-37 may inhibit differentiation/function of Th17, Tfh cells, B cells, and promote function of Th1, Treg cells.

Inflammatory Roles of IL-38 in Immune Cells
Association between IL-38 and immune cells mainly involves macrophages, T cells, and B cells. High levels of IL-38 
were observed in apoptotic A549 lung cancer cells, and the co-culture of macrophages from healthy volunteers with IL- 
38-overexpressing A549 cells led to reduced IL-6 and IL-8.49 In contrast, co-culturing macrophages from healthy 
volunteers with IL-38−/− A549 cells reported elevated IL-6 and IL-8 and activated adaptor protein complex-1 (AP1) 
signaling in macrophages. Naive CD4+ T cells co-cultured with macrophages that were pre-treated with IL-38−/− A549 
cells, showing elevated expression of IL-17, reduced the expression of IL-10. Naive CD4+ T cells co-cultured with 
macrophages pre-treated with IL-38-overexpressing A549 cells showed reduced IL-17 expression and elevated IL-10 
expression.49 In peritoneal macrophages from WT mice, LPS stimulation up-regulates IL-38 expression, and LPS- 
stimulated macrophages treated with IL-38 shift from M1 to M2 phenotype.50 The LPS-stimulated macrophages were 
cultured with IL-38, which showed inhibition of macrophage apoptosis, decreased expression of TNFα.50,51 Similarly, 
IL-38 is highly expressed in infiltrating macrophages from mice with myocardial ischemia/reperfusion injury (MIRI), and 
injection of IL-38 in MIRI mice inhibits macrophage infiltration.51 Cardiomyocytes co-cultured with IL-38-stimulated 
macrophages inhibits apoptosis of the cells. Interleukin-36R+ macrophages accumulate in mice with abdominal aortic 
aneurysm (AAA), and MMP-2 and MMP-9 are highly expressed in these macrophages.52 Injection of IL-38 into AAA 
mice downregulates M1 macrophage accumulation and MMP-2 and MMP-9 expression. Macrophages from AAA mice 
stimulated with IL-38 show low MMP-2 and MMP-9 expression, and these effects are reversed by a P38 inhibitor.52 

Thus, IL-38 negatively regulates macrophage function and inhibits apoptosis (Figure 1).
Stimulating CD4+CD25+ Treg cells with LPS significantly promotes IL-38 expression, and administration of IL-38 in 

Treg cells promotes expression of CD152.53 Moreover, stimulation of PBMCs from healthy volunteers with IL-38 
suppressed levels of RORγt, whereas IL-38-mediated Th17 cellular differentiation was abrogated by addition of a NF-κB 
inhibitor.54 In patients with allergic rhinitis, PBMCs stimulated with IL-38 showed low proportion of Th17 cells.55 

Similarly, injection of IL-38 into mice with experimental autoimmune uveitis (EAU) downregulated number of Th17, 
Th1 cells and expression of colony stimulating factor 2 (CSF2) and IL-23R in the retina.56 CD4+ T cells from EAU mice 
were treated under Th17-polarizing condition+IL-38, revealing less levels of IL-23R. When Th17 cells were co-cultured 
with IL-38-treated CD11C+ antigen-presenting cells, IL-23R expression was inhibited.57 Regarding the role of IL-38 in 
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B cells, IL-38−/− mice have an increased number of plasma cells in lymphoid organs and low expression of IgA and 
IgM.58 During B cell differentiation, IL-38 knockdown up-regulates levels of CD38, IL-6 in CD27+ B cells, and 
downregulates the expression of IgM, IgA and IgG.58 Collectively, IL-38 may inhibit Th1, Th17, and B cells differentia-
tion and up-regulate Treg and Th2 cells functions.

Association of the Cytokines with OA, RA
Previous studies have discussed the expression of the IL-1 family cytokines in OA and RA. Different samples from 
patients with OA and animal models, or patients with RA and animal models may have partly different findings. It would 
be interesting to discuss the potential of inflammatory cytokines as biomarkers of OA and RA. Moreover, functional 
studies have widely discussed the role of cytokines in OA and RA development in vivo, and in vitro findings have 
evaluated the effects of cytokines on the production of disease-related components. In this part, we widely discussed 
expression profile of the cytokines, association with OA, RA, and markedly discussed the potential mechanisms of the 
cytokines involved in OA and RA development either by regulating different immune cells or by regulating distinct non- 
immune cells.

OA
Osteoarthritis can lead to many clinical symptoms, such as joint tenderness, joint stiffness, joint pain, crepitus, and 
effusion. The treatment for OA includes changes in lifestyle, use of medicine, and selection of surgery, which alters the 
rate of disease progression. To date, several genetic, mechanical, and biochemical factors have been correlated with OA 
pathogenesis. A combination of these factors results in inflammation during the disease progression. For example, joint 
inflammation may be caused by macrophages and inflammatory cytokines produced by immune cells. It has been found 
that the cytokines IL-36, IL-37 and IL-38 are significantly related to OA risk.

IL-36
In patients with OA, articular cartilage has higher expression of IL-36α, IL-36R, and MMP-13 and lower expression of 
IL-36Ra, which were significantly related to severity of cartilage degeneration (Table 1).59 In a Tgfbr2−/− mouse model, 
a spontaneous OA-like disease model, there were severe disease clinical features, including loss of proteoglycan, 
synovitis, elevated expression of collagen X and OARSI score (Figure 3).59 Interestingly, the Tgfbr2−/− mice had highly 

Table 1 Expression of IL-36, IL-37 and IL-38 in Osteoarthritis and Rheumatoid Arthritis

Disease Cytokine Origin Expression Profile Reference

OA IL-36α, IL-36R Articular cartilage Increaseda,b [59]

IL-36Ra Articular cartilage Reduceda,b [59]
IL-37 Chondrocytes, hip joints cartilage Increaseda [62]

PBMCs, serum, synovial fluid, synovial cells Increaseda [63]

IL-38 Serum Reduceda [64]
Serum, synovial fluid Increaseda,b [61,65,66]

RA IL-36α, IL-36γ Plasma, serum Increaseda [67,68]

IL-36α, IL-36β, IL-36γ, IL-36Ra Synovium Increaseda,b [69,70]
IL-37 Serum Increaseda [71–77]

Plasma Increaseda [78–80]

Synovial fluid Increaseda [73]
PBMCs Increaseda [74]

Synovial cells Increaseda [79]

CD4+ T Increaseda [81]
IL-38 Serum Increaseda [82,83]

Plasma, PBMCs Increaseda [83]

Synovium Increaseda,b [84]

Notes: aHuman. bAnimal model. 
Abbreviations: OA, osteoarthritis; RA, rheumatoid arthritis; PBMCs, peripheral blood mononuclear cells.
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expressed IL-36α, IL-36R and low expression of IL-36Ra. In WT mice treated with destabilization of the medial 
meniscus (DMM), there was lower expression of TGFBR2, IL-36Ra and higher expression of IL-36α, IL-36R, and 
MMP-13.59 Injection of IL-36Ra into Tgfbr2−/− mice inhibited OA development, as evidenced by downregulated 
expression of MMP-13, OARSI score. Injection of IL-36α in Tgfbr2−/− mice promoted OA development. Similarly, 
injection of IL-36Ra in DMM-induced OA mice inhibited OA process, along with reduced degeneration of articular 
cartilage; however, injection of IL-36α exacerbated OA disease.59 Hydrogels are biocompatible hydrophilic polymers 
that can sustain large amounts of water. They are occasionally used in drug delivery systems. In a study that discussed 
temperature-sensitive poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)-poly(ethyleneglycol)-poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA-PEG- 
PLGA) hydrogel system incorporating IL-36Ra (IL-36Ra@Gel), stimulating chondrocytes with IL-36Ra@Gel reduced 
expression of ADAMTS-5, but increased the expression of aggrecan and collagen X.52 When mice with DMM were 
injected with IL-36Ra@Gel in the joint cavity, the severity of cartilage tissue destruction was lower than that in control 
groups.60 Moreover, cartilage damage, chondrocytes apoptosis were downregulated after overexpressing H19 in the OA 
mice, whereas inflammatory cytokines were up-regulated and cartilage damage and chondrocytes apoptosis were 
increased after overexpressing H19 and inhibiting IL-36R in the OA mice.61 Therefore, expression of IL-36α and IL- 
36R was elevated and IL-36Ra was reduced in OA, and targeting IL-36 subfamily was possible in OA, such as treatment 
with IL-36Ra and PLGA-PLEG-PLGA hydrogel (Figure 4).

IL-37
Interleukin-37 expression was elevated in chondrocytes from patients with OA, and there was higher expression of IL-37 in 
the hip joint cartilage in patients with OA (Table 1).62 Similarly, IL-37 was expressed in patients with temporomandibular joint 
OA (TMJOA), and IL-37 expression in the synovial fluid is positively related to visual analog scale (VAS) score.85 In patients 

Figure 3 In vivo effects of IL-36, IL-37 and IL-38 on OA development. Injection of IL-36Ra inhibited Tgfbr2−/− spontaneous OA mice synovitis, whereas injection of IL-36α 
promoted OA development. In DMM-induced OA mice, injection of IL-36Ra or IL-36Ra@Gel suppressed severity of cartilage tissue destruction. On the contrary, injection 
of IL-36α exacerbated OA progress. For IL-37, injection of IL-37 into TMJOA rats suppressed swelling and hyperplasia in tissues around the cartilage. Regarding role of IL-38, 
DMM-induced OA mice injected with overexpressed IL-38 significantly improved cartilage damage, downregulated OARSI score. 
Abbreviations: OA, osteoarthritis; DMM, destabilization of the medial meniscus; IL-36Ra@Gel, poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)-poly(ethyleneglycol)-poly(lactic-co-glycolic 
acid) (PLGA-PEG-PLGA) hydrogel system incorporating IL-36Ra; TMJOA, temporomandibular joint OA; OARSI, Osteoarthritis Research Society International.
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with erosive inflammatory OA (EIOA), IL-37, TNFα, IL-1β, and IL-6 expression in PBMCs and serum levels of IL-37, TNFα, 
IL-1β, and IL-6 were higher.63 Serum levels of IL-37 in patients with EIOA were positively correlated with the VAS score, 
CRP, and ESR. Interleukin-37, TNFα expression in synovial fluid and synovial cells from patients with EIOA was elevated, 
and IL-37 expression was related to TNFα expression in synovial cells. Therefore, IL-37 is highly expressed in patients with 
OA, may correlate with OA risk.

Regarding the role of IL-37 in OA development, expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines was suppressed after 
PBMCs from patients with EIOA were stimulated with IL-37. Synovial tissues from patients with EIOA were stimulated 
with IL-37, showing reduced expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines as well (Figure 4).63 Interleukin-33- or HMGB- 
1-treated chondrocytes from patients with OA revealed elevated expression of TNFα.62 Interleukin-37-treated chondro-
cytes from patients with OA revealed less expression of TNFα. When the chondrocytes were treated with IL-33 or 
HMGB-1 under IL-37 stimulation, there was attenuated expression of TNFα, and macrophages from patients with OA 
treated with IL-37 showed more proportion of CD206+ and CD163+ cells.62 Macrophages from patients with OA were 
stimulated with IL-37, showing up-regulated CD206 expression,86 suggesting that IL-37 may counteract ongoing 
inflammation and favor M2 macrophage phenotype. Furthermore, the cartilage of patients with OA was incubated 
with IL-37, revealing decreased expression of sulfated glycosaminoglycans (sGAGs) and MMP-3.87 When the cartilage 
was pre-labeled with35 S-sulphate and then stimulated with IL-37, the number of35 S-labeled sGAGs decreased. 
Interleukin-37-incubated cartilages treated with MMP-3 suppressor showed a decrease in sGAG release, suggesting 
that IL-37 may interact with MMP-3 and diminish proteoglycan loss in OA cartilage.87 Interestingly, chondrocytes were 
cultured with IL-1β, showing increased expression of ADAMTS4, P-MAPK signalings such as P-JNK.55 In contrast, 
addition of a member the IL-37 subfamily, IL-37b, inhibited expression of pro-inflammatory components induced by IL- 
1β.85 Moreover, human bone mesenchymal stem cells (BMSCs) cultured under osteogenic differentiation condition in the 
presence of IL-37 show increased expression of alkaline phosphatase (ALP), osteocalcin (OCN), COL1A1 (collagen type 
I 1 gene (COL1A1)), P-AKT and calcium deposits.88 However, the elevated expression of COL1A1, OCN induced by 
IL-37 was abolished after the addition of the PI3K/AKT suppressor, revealing that IL-37 regulates PI3K/AKT signaling 
and contributes to osteogenic differentiation.88 Rats with TMJOA exhibit swelling, joint hyperplasia, and thinner and 
flatter cartilages.85 Injection of IL-37 into TMJOA rats inhibited swelling and hyperplasia in tissues around the cartilage, 

Figure 4 In vitro role of the IL-1 family cytokines in OA chondrocytes and macrophages. IL-36R may regulate H19, then, inhibit expression of IL-17 in chondrocytes from 
DMM-induced OA mice. Synovial tissues from EIOA patients stimulated with IL-37 will reveal low expression of TNFα, IL-1β, and IL-6. Macrophages from knee OA patients 
were treated with IL-37, showing more CD206+ and CD163+ cells. IL-1β-treated rat chondrocytes constructed OA chondrocytes, evidenced by high expression of 
ADAMTS-5, MMP-3, TNFα. However, addition of IL-38 suppressed the pro-inflammatory cytokines. 
Abbreviations: OA, osteoarthritis; DMM, destabilization of the medial meniscus; EIOA, erosive inflammatory OA; TNFα, tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-alpha; ADAMTS-5, 
A Disintegrin And Metalloproteinase Thrombospondin Motifs-5; MMP-3, matrix metallopeptidase 3.
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limited inflammatory cellular infiltration into synovial tissues, suppressed proteoglycan loss, decreased the expression of 
MMP-9, and MMP-13 in the synovial lining (Figure 3).86 After injection of IL-37b, there were limited cartilages damage 
and condyle erosion, less proteoglycan loss, lower OARSI score, and expression of COL1A1 in the cartilage layer.85 In 
a rat calvarial bone defect model, injection of BMSCs and IL-37 increased trabecular bone volume per total volume and 
trabecular thickness values compared to those in a BMSCs group.88 Rats injected with BMSCs and IL-37 also showed 
thick calli consisting of newly formed bone tissue in a defect area.88 Therefore, IL-37 may serve as a potential therapeutic 
target in OA.

IL-38
Patients with knee OA from a population in Turkey (without treatment) showed lower serum levels of IL-38 (Table 1).64 

Another study showed that there was elevated IL-38, IL-23, and TNFα expression in serum and synovial fluid from 
Chinese patients with OA (without treatment), and IL-38 expression was positively related to IL-23, and TNFα 
expression in patients with OA.65 This was similar to a study of patients with OA (without treatment) in Iran, where 
there were higher serum IL-38 levels in patients with OA.66 Interestingly, DMM-induced OA mice showed much higher 
synovial fluid expression of IL-38, and IL-38 expression increased after chondrocytes were stimulated with IL-1β.61 

When IL-1β-treated rat chondrocytes constructed OA chondrocytes, there was higher expression of ADAMTS-5, MMP- 
3, cyclooxygenase-2, iNOS, NLRP3, caspase-1, IL-18, P-P38, P-ERK, P-P65, P-JNK, and RhoA. In contrast, addition of 
IL-38 inhibited the expression of the inflammatory components in IL-1β-induced OA chondrocytes (Figure 4).65,89 When 
OA mice were injected with overexpressed lentivirus-IL-38, there was improved cartilage damage, downregulated 
OARSI score, and fewer apoptotic chondrocytes in the knee joints.61 In TMJOA mice that the TMJ joints were synovial 
joints, injection of IL-38 into the TMJ articular cavity significantly limited loss of proteoglycans, and downregulated the 
expression of iNOS in articular cartilages (Figure 3).89 Taken together, IL-38 may protect against OA pathogenesis, and 
the expression of IL-38 is abnormal in OA. Considering the differences in the expression of IL-38, this may be related to 
different ethnicities and sample sizes.

RA
Rheumatoid arthritis is mainly characterized by IgG and citrullinated protein-specific autoantibodies that induce synovial 
inflammation and hyperplasia, resulting in the progressive destruction of joints and various extra-articular manifestations 
(such as cardiovascular and pulmonary dysfunction). The reasons for RA risk are complex, and RA is associated with the 
interaction of genes, sex, environmental factors, and dysregulated immune responses. Fibroblast-like synoviocytes 
(FLSs) are involved in RA progression, which produce pro-inflammatory cytokines, and promote joint destruction and 
attack the cartilage. In turn, pro-inflammatory cytokines will promote downstream signalings activation, leading to more 
pro-inflammatory cytokines, chemokines production, and inflammatory immune cells dysfunction. To date, association of 
the IL-1 family cytokines and RA risk was considered in many studies.

Il-36
Plasma levels of IL-36α and IL-36γ were higher in RA patients with interstitial lung disease (RA-ILD) compared to those 
in healthy controls or RA patients without ILD (Table 1).67 Rheumatoid arthritis-ILD patients with usual interstitial 
pneumonia pattern (UIP) showed more plasma levels of IL-36γ than that in RA-ILD patients without UIP. Rheumatoid 
arthritis patients complicated with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) revealed elevated serum levels of IL-36α and IL- 
36γ than those in patients with SLE.68 In collagen-induced arthritis (CIA) mice and patients with RA, expression of IL- 
36α, IL-36β, IL-36γ, and IL-36Ra in the synovium was up-regulated.69,70 Taken together, expression of IL-36 subfamily 
is abnormal in RA, and may serve as a marker for RA.

Considering the role of IL-36 subfamily in RA, several studies have discussed different roles of IL-36 in arthritis 
pathogenesis and development. Injection of IL-36 overexpression plasmids into RA-FLSs suppressed synoviocyte 
proliferation and sequestered RA-FLSs migration and invasion.90 Rheumatoid arthritis-FLSs were stimulated with IL- 
36α, showing induced expression of IL-6 and IL-8.70 When CIA and antigen-induced arthritis (AIA) were induced in WT 
mice, injection of anti-IL-36R antibody did not significantly modify the incidence and severity of CIA and AIA, or 
articular inflammation, and structural damage was similar to that in mice treated as controls.91 Similarly, when AIA was 
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induced in IL-36R−/− mice, the severity of arthritis was similar to that in WT mice, and IL-36R−/− mice injected with K/ 
BxN serum had a similar incidence and severity of the disease as the WT mice. Thus, arthritis severity may be 
independent of IL-36 receptor signaling. This was confirmed in a previous study that discussed the role of anti-IL-36R 
antibodies in human TNF-transgenic (hTNFtg) mice. The hTNFtg mouse model has been widely used to study RA. This 
mouse model spontaneously develops clinical symptoms of arthritis. Injection of hTNFtg mice with an anti-IL-36R 
antibody did not significantly affect weight, grip strength loss, cartilage erosion, or the proportion of osteoclasts recruited 
to inflammatory sites.92 Interestingly, expression of IL-6, trabecular number, and trabecular thickness were not changed 
before and after injection of anti-IL-36R antibody. Both osteoclast precursors from patients with RA and osteoclast 
precursors from CIA mice differentiate into mature osteoclast after stimulation with recombinant human IL-36α.92 These 
findings suggest that the blockade of IL-36 signaling in different arthritis models has no significant effect on arthritis. 
However, another study showed that injection of recombinant IL-36 into the articular cavity of CIA mice resulted in 
lower weight and larger plantar thickness, whereas mice treated with controls displayed significant inflammatory cellular 
infiltration, indicating that IL-36 treatment may improve the symptoms of arthritis.90 These differences can be attributed 
to several factors. First, different arthritic models may yield different results. As discussed above, IL-36 signaling did not 
modify arthritis in AIA and K/BxN serum transfer-induced arthritis mice or hTNFtg mice. In CIA mice, the different 
results may be related to different treatments. One study discussed the anti-IL-36R antibody, and another discussed the 
recombinant IL-36 antibody. Second, the IL-36 subfamily includes three activating ligands (IL-36α, IL-36β, and IL-36γ), 
one receptor antagonist (IL-36Ra in mouse, and IL-36RN in humans), one homoreceptor (IL-36R), and one accessory 
protein (IL-1RAcP). These studies discussed the in vivo and in vitro roles of the IL-36 subfamily in arthritis did not 
confirm the same subfamily of IL-36. For example, the role of the IL-36 subfamily in CIA mice was different, as 
discussed for the anti-IL-36R and recombinant IL-36 antibodies. Therefore, in the future, the role of the IL-36 subfamily 
needs to be further validated in RA.

IL-37
Higher serum levels of IL-37 were observed in patients with RA without treatment,71–73 or in RA patients with unknown 
treatment,74–76 or in patients with RA treated with prednisolone, methotrexate, hydroxychloroquine, leflunomide, etanercept, 
and infliximab (Table 1)77 Serum IL-37 levels were higher in RA patients with radiographic bone erosion than those in patients 
without bone erosion, and were elevated in RA patients with osteopenia and osteoporosis than in those with normal bone 
mineral density.76 Interestingly, serum IL-37 levels are associated with DAS28, CRP, and ESR levels.72 The serum levels of 
IL-17, neutrophil/lymphocyte ratio, and platelet/lymphocyte ratio are higher in patients with RA.71 Proportion of CD3+CD26+ 

T cells is higher in patients with RA.72 Serum levels of IL-37 were related to serum levels of IL-17, rheumatoid factor, TNFα, 
neutrophil/lymphocyte ratio, and proportion of CD3+CD26+ T cells in patients with RA.71–73,75 Similarly, plasma levels of IL- 
37 are higher in untreated patients with RA or in RA patients with unknown treatment than those in healthy controls.78–80 

Plasma levels of IL-37 were correlated with DAS28, IL-4, IL-7, IL-12, and IL-13 expression in patients with RA.79,80 

Moreover, synovial fluid levels of IL-37 are elevated compared to IL-37 in serum of patients with RA.73 Furthermore, the 
expression of IL-37 in PBMCs, synovial cells, and CD4+ T cells of patients with RA was higher than that in healthy controls, 
which correlated with DAS28 and CRP expression.74,79,81 After treatment (leflunomide+tripterygium wilfordii+iguratimod), 
patients with RA revealed lower serum/plasma levels of IL-37.71,78 Collectively, expression of IL-37 was increased in patients 
with RA and may be correlated with RA pathogenesis.

With regard to IL-37 gene polymorphisms and RA susceptibility, RA patients from Egypt showed no association of 
rs3811047 and RA.93 Interestingly, the rs3811047 GG genotype was associated with higher DAS28 score in patients with 
RA. Interleukin-37 gene polymorphisms (rs2723186, rs3811046, rs4241122) in northern Chinese Han patients with RA 
were not associated with RA risk.94 In the Iraqi population, the IL-37 gene rs2723176 polymorphism was not related to 
RA susceptibility.77 Thus, IL-37 gene polymorphisms may not be correlated with the risk of RA.

Fibroblast-like synoviocytes are involved in progress of arthritis. In TNFα-stimulated RA-FLSs, NLRP3, IL-1β, caspase- 
1, GsdmD, and P-P65 expression was elevated, and cellular proliferation was elevated and apoptosis was reduced.95 However, 
addition of IL-37 decreased expression of inflammatory components and cellular proliferation and enhanced RA-FLSs 
apoptosis. Transfecting NF-κB P65 overexpressed plasmids into TNFα+IL-37-treated RA-FLSs significantly up-regulated 
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the expression of caspase-1 and GsdmD.95 Growth, migration, invasion of RA-FLSs, and expression of TNFα, IL-6, and IL-8 
in RA-FLSs was suppressed when RA-FLSs were transfected with miR-300 inhibitor; however, IL-37 expression was 
elevated.96 When RA-FLSs were transfected with both an miR-300 inhibitor and IL-37 siRNA, IL-37 deficiency counteracted 
the inhibitory effects caused by the miR-300 inhibitor.96 Injection of IL-37 into CIA rats strongly downregulated joint swelling 
and erythema in the hind paw, clinical score, and plasma levels of IL-18, and GsdmD in synovial tissues.95 Injection of 
adenovirus encoding IL-37 into knee joints of CIA mice downregulated the incidence and symptoms of arthritis, inhibited 
synovial hyperplasia, pannus formation, cartilages damage, and bone erosion, and decreased the expression of CII-specific 
IgG2a in synovial fluid.97 In Streptococcus pyogenes-induced arthritis mice, injection of recombinant human IL-37 reduced 
the severity of arthritis, downregulated synovial inflammation and influx of pro-inflammatory cells into the joint space, and 
lowered the expression of CCL3 in synovial tissues and G-CSF in plasma.98 Therefore, IL-37 may regulate TNFα and miR- 
300, and then, inhibit arthritis development.

IL-38
RA patients showed elevated serum levels of IL-38, TNFα, and IL-38 expression was related to the inflammatory 
cytokine TNFɑ, disease duration (Table 1).82 Plasma levels of IL-38 and IL-38 in PBMCs were elevated in patients with 
RA as well. After treatment, patients with RA had lower serum levels of IL-38.83 Interleukin-38 expression is higher in 
the synovial lining of patients with RA than that in the synovial lining of patients with OA.84 In the joints of K/BxN- 
induced arthritis mice, IL-38 expression was elevated. Thus, IL-38 expression was increased in both patients with RA 
and in mouse models, and may correlate with RA pathogenesis.

Several studies have found a critical role for IL-38 in arthritis-related inflammation in vitro. Rheumatoid arthritis- 
FLSs treated with full-length IL-38 promoted the activation of ERK, JNK, and P38, and accelerated RA-FLSs migration 
and invasion.99 In contrast, RA-FLSs treated with IL-1β showed less expression of IL-6 and IL-8, inhibited activation of 
ERK, JNK, and P38, and suppressed RA-FLSs migration and invasion. Addition of full-length IL-38 suppressed IL-1β- 
induced effects on RA-FLSs, suggesting that full-length IL-38 may act as a promoter in RA by regulating IL-1β.99 

Overexpression of IL-38 gene in synoviocytes promotes cellular proliferation, migration, and invasion and inhibits LC3- 
II accumulation.90 Autophagy inhibitor-stimulated cells showed greater migration and invasion, whereas autophagy 
inducer-stimulated cells showed less migration and invasion. When synovial cells were stimulated with an autophagy 
inducer in the presence of IL-38 overexpression, IL-38 mitigated LC3-II accumulation. When synovial cells were 
stimulated with an autophagy inhibitor in the presence of IL-38, cellular proliferation increased. Overexpression of IL- 
38 gene in autophagy inhibitor-stimulated cells promotes cell invasion and migration and also up-regulates the number of 
transmembrane cells, indicating that IL-38 may promote synoviocyte proliferation, migration, and invasion via 
autophagy.90 In contrast, when the synovial cells of RA patients were stimulated with truncated IL-38, the expression 
of IL-1β, and IL-13 was reduced. Addition of silent information regulator 1 (SIRT1) inhibitor suppressed the inhibitory 
effects of truncated IL-38, indicating that truncated IL-38 may suppress inflammatory responses in CIA rats by regulating 
SIRT1.100 Moreover, compared to those in CIA rats with foot redness/heat, ankle joint structure disordered, synovial cells 
proliferated, administration of recombinant IL-38 in CIA rats induced less swelling of the foot, and there were less serum 
levels of IL-13, RANKL (receptor activator nuclear factor kappa-B ligand), RANK, VEGFR1 (vascular endothelial 
growth factor receptor 1), VEGFR2, VEGF, HIF-1α (hypoxia-inducible factor 1 alpha), and TLR-4, and elevated serum 
levels of osteoprotegerin (OPG) and SIRT1.100 During IL-38−/− mice injection with K/BxN serum, the mice showed 
exacerbation of clinical score, increased inflammation in joint tissues and bone erosion score.84 Similarly, articular 
injection of an adeno-associated virus encoding IL-38 (AAV-IL-38) into mice with CIA, AIA, and K/BxN-induced 
arthritis decreased arthritis incidence, clinical score, and proportion of Iba1+ monocytes/macrophages, and downregu-
lated the expression of IL-23p19, IL-22, CXCL1, and RANKL in the paws and serum.101 The above findings show that 
IL-38 inhibits arthritis development in vivo, but IL-38 may have different effects on arthritis-related inflammation 
in vitro. This may correlate with several reasons. First, pro-inflammatory effect of IL-38 is full-length IL-38, whereas the 
anti-inflammatory effect of IL-38 is truncated IL-38 in in vitro studies. The truncated and full-length forms of IL-38 can 
bind to IL-1RAPL, which may have different effects on downstream signaling and immune responses. However, this 
finding needs to be validated by further in vitro functional studies. In contrast, full-length IL-38 interacts with IL-1β, 
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showing pro-inflammatory effect, and truncated IL-38 interacts with SIRT1, showing anti-inflammatory effect. Thus, IL- 
38 interacts with different downstream signaling pathways and may play different roles. Second, different cell IL-38 has 
effects at different doses and times, and IL-38 that has effects on targeted cells may show different results.

Conclusion
Although a lot remains to be discussed regarding expression profiles of IL-36, IL-37, and IL-38 in OA, RA, and 
functional role of these inflammatory cytokines in OA- or RA-related inflammatory components and their significant 
effects on OA and RA development, it is not negligible that IL-36, IL-37, and IL-38 are abnormally expressed in OA and 
RA, either in patients or animal models. It is demonstrated that the expression of IL-36α, IL-36β, IL-36γ, IL-36R, and IL- 
37 was elevated in OA and RA. However, IL-38 expression has been reported to be either elevated or reduced in OA. 
Interleukin-37 gene polymorphisms were not associated with RA risk. The expression of IL-36Ra is decreased in OA, 
whereas IL-36Ra expression was increased in RA. Thus, several points need to be clarified regarding the association of 
IL-36, IL-37, and IL-38 with the risk of OA and RA. First, IL-38 expression differed in patients with OA from different 
populations and sample sizes. In the future, multiple centers with larger sample sizes and different ethnicities are needed 
to validate the expression profile of IL-38 in OA. Second, one study showed that IL-36Ra expression is increased in RA. 
Interleukin-36Ra is a receptor antagonist in IL-36 signaling. Thus, whether increased IL-36Ra expression inhibits RA 
pathogenesis requires further clarification. Third, few studies have evaluated the association between IL-37 gene 
polymorphisms and RA susceptibility. Future studies with different ethnicities and larger sample sizes are necessary to 
determine the potential relationship between IL-37 gene polymorphisms and RA risk. To date, the role of the IL-36 
subfamily is unclear in RA pathogenesis, of which there are six members (IL-36α, IL-36β, IL-36γ, IL-36Ra, IL-36R, and 
IL-1RAcP). More studies on the role of the IL-36 subfamily in RA pathogenesis require functional discussions in vitro 
and in vivo. Similarly, although IL-37 limited the pro-inflammatory effects of IL-33, HMGB-1, and MMP-3 on 
chondrocytes, it is important to discuss how IL-37 interacts with IL-33, HMGB-1, and MMP-3 and participates in OA 
development in vivo. As discussed above, the IL-1 family of cytokines IL-36, IL-37, and IL-38 play significant roles in 
OA and RA, and targeting these cytokines may be a potential treatment for OA and RA.

It is interesting to discuss more about therapeutic potential of targeting IL-36, IL-37, and IL-38, where potential 
therapies and ongoing clinical trials would be beneficial in the future. Moreover, identifying gaps in the current 
knowledge and proposing specific studies will address the gaps, and enhance more knowledge about the role of IL-36, 
IL-37, and IL-38 in OA and RA. To date, low-dose IL-2 has been used in clinical treatment of lupus and RA patients, and 
showed meaning, useful responses.102 Moreover, several TNFα-, IL-17- related biologics were used in clinical treatment 
of RA patients.103,104 Therefore, the IL-1 family cytokines are also potential for treatment of OA and RA in clinical 
practice in the future. However, several important questions need further clarification. First, current studies discussed role 
of the IL-1 family cytokines in OA, RA development are all animal studies. Studies about the cytokines in OA, RA 
patients are needed. Second, effects of the cytokines in OA, RA are not clearly clarified to date. For example, effects of 
the IL-36 subfamily on RA development are not consistent. Similarly, the truncated and full-length forms of IL-38 have 
different roles in regulating RA-related inflammatory components production. Thus, with respect to the truncated and 
full-length forms of IL-38, in vivo studies in animal models and in vitro studies in RA synovial cells either from patients 
or different animal models are still needed. Third, orthobiologics may be potential in OA, RA treatment because of the 
ability to influence articular cells and regulate the inflammatory environment in OA, RA. For instance, a multi-centre 
study discussed effects of single injectable polyacrylamide hydrogel on knee OA patients, showing strong reduction in 
the WOMAC (Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index) pain score from baseline to 52 weeks’ of 
treatment.105 Another study discussed effectiveness and safety of hydrogel-based, matrix-associated autologous chon-
drocyte implantation (M-ACI) in treatment of patients with knee cartilage defects.106 This study found marked clinical 
benefit in pain and symptoms improvement after 2 years’ follow-up. Interestingly, a study evaluated the effectiveness of 
the hyaluronic-acid-based hydrogel (Hymovis®) in treatment of knee OA patients.107 This study showed significant 
improvement of pain, and reduced VAS score after 6 months’ treatment. However, because of the complex mechanisms 
of action of the different orthobiologics, construction of reliable platform is seriously considered and precisely finding 
out suitable platform for individual is needed regarding the IL-1 family cytokines in the future. Furthermore, RA is 
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a complex disease. There is persistent inflammatory environment in RA joints, which will result in much angiogenesis 
and damage of bone tissues. To date, many types of hydrogel used for RA treatment only delivered one type of drugs 
such as methotrexate, anti-TNF-α drugs.108 This is mainly due to properties of hydrogels, and which will lead to poor 
treatment effects. Thus, challenges and difficulties are still existed in application of hydrogels in treatment of RA. For the 
potential of hydrogel encapsulated by IL-36, IL-37, and IL-38 in RA treatment, it is a long way to discuss in the future, 
especially used in clinical trials.
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